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ABSTRACT

Efficiency of the Acoustic Change Complex for Four Stimulus Presentation Strategies in Infants
by
Lisa Goldin

Advisor: Brett A. Martin, Ph.D.
The acoustic-change-complex (ACC) is an objective measure that can be used to study
whether sounds are encoded at the level of the cortex. The goals of this study were: 1) To
determine if the ACC can be elicited in infants, and 2) To establish whether eliminating the silent
interval between stimuli and using a continuously alternating stimulus is more efficient in infants
than the traditional interrupted stimulus presentation method. If the continuously alternating
stimulus is more efficient, then 3) To determine why the continuously alternating stimulus is
more efficient.
Twenty-one infants aged 2 months to 13 months old served as participants. A 70 dB SPL
synthetic vowel containing 1000 Hz changes of second formant frequency, perceived as a change
between the point vowels /u/ and /i/, was used to elicit the ACC. The ACC was recorded in four
stimulus presentation strategies:

1)

interrupted presentation of a 1 second stimulus that

contained a single change from /u/ to /i/ using a 2 second inter-onset interval; 2) interrupted
presentation of the same stimulus using a 1 second inter-onset interval;

3)

interrupted

presentation of a 1.5 second /uiu/ stimulus using a 2 second inter-onset interval; and 4)
presentation of a stimulus that continuously alternated between /u/ and /i/ using a 1 second
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repetition interval.

The evoked potentials were recorded from surface electrodes using a

Neuroscan system.
The results demonstrated that the ACC can be elicited in infants 2 to 13 months of age
and that the continuously alternating stimulus presentation was the most efficient method to elicit
the ACC. Reducing the inter-onset interval from 2 to 1 second increased efficiency by a factor
of 2.15. The inclusion of two directions of change increased efficiency by a factor of 1.46.
Combining both, increased efficiency by a factor of 2.54.
In conclusion, the ACC was elicited in infants between 2 and 13 months of age. Highest
efficiency was obtained for the continuous alternating stimulus presentation strategy. Therefore,
eliminating silent intervals between stimuli and doubling the number of acoustic changes
presented produced an ACC in a more efficient manner. This provides more information on the
encoding of speech in infants and has implications for clinical application of the ACC.
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PREFACE
Auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) can be an excellent objective tool to provide
information about how sounds are encoded in the auditory cortex. Research has shown that both
maturation and stimulus characteristics can greatly affect an AEP response. Therefore, this study
examines whether an acoustic change complex (ACC) response can be elicited in a group of
infants and how stimulus presentation affects waveform morphology and the efficiency of the
testing.
This dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction, which
includes a brief overview of AEPs (section 1.1), maturation of evoked potentials (section 1.2), a
description and previous research about the ACC(section 1.3), the Martin et al., 2010 study
which led to the current research (section 1.4), ways to remove and method for quantifying
unwanted noise from the AEP response (section 1.5), acoustic cues for vowel perception (section
1.6), effects of rate on speech perception (section 1.7) and the aims (section 1.8) and hypotheses
(section 1.9) of the current study. Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the method used
to carry out this study. Chapter 3 presents the results of this study. Chapter 4 is a discussion of
the results, speech encoding in infants, possible relevance of the ACC as a clinical tool of speech
perception capacity, limitations of ACC research design and future research. Finally, Chapter 5
presents the conclusions of this dissertation as well as possible future research.

xii

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
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1.1 Overview of Auditory Evoked Potentials (AEPs)
The way children and adults process sound in the auditory cortex has been studied for
several decades. While we have learned much about how sounds are encoded and interpreted,
there is still much we need to understand. One way to obtain a better understanding of how
sound is encoded and processed in the brain to a specific auditory event is through cortical
auditory evoked response potentials (AEPs). These late auditory evoked potentials are recorded
non-invasively, with scalp surface electrodes, and are electrical signals generated by the brain in
a generally predictable pattern. AEPs can provide information about the central nervous system
and how auditory information, such as speech, activates different structures within it which
encode the information.
An AEP can be obtained to a physical stimulus, a change in a stimulus or series of
stimuli, a missing stimulus or a target stimulus (Mantysalo & Näätänen, 1987; Näätänen and
Picton, 1987; Picton, 1990). There are two basic categories of these auditory event related
potentials (ERPs): sensory (auditory) evoked potentials and processing-contingent potentials
(PCPs) (Steinschneider, Kurtzberg & Vaughn, 1992).1 Sensory evoked potentials are mainly
obligatory or exogenous potentials that occur at the same time as in response to the stimulus that
generates the response. The response is highly dependent upon the acoustic parameters of the
stimulus and the integrity of the auditory system. Auditory brainstem responses (ABR), middle
latency responses (MLR) and cortical auditory evoked potentials are all types of obligatory
auditory evoked potentials. Processing-contingent potentials (PCPs) are endogenous potentials
and involve further processing of the stimulus beyond the simple encoding reflected by
obligatory response. The research herein will focus on obligatory potentials, although some
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There are also myogenic/movement related potentials, but they are not the focus here.
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(e.g., Stapells, 2002) believe it is not truly possible to have an obligatory response that is not
affected by any additional internal processing.
Post-synaptic activity is the predominant determinant of cortically generated ERPs. The
synaptic activity is generated in the region of the posterior portion of the superior temporal plane,
lateral temporal lobe, and adjacent parietal lobe regions (Hall, 1992). Typically, the location
where current enters cells and is removed from the extracellular space is known as a current sink
and a positive voltage potential will be recorded there and a location where current is added into
the extracellular space from transmembrane capacitive flow is known as a current source and a
negativity will be seen here. It should be noted that whether a positivity or negativity results
depends principally on the location of the recording and reference electrodes.

The overall

pattern of extracellular currents, and resultant voltage and magnetic flow changes that are
measured in AEPs are determined by the type and locations of synaptic events (Steinschneider &
Dunn, 2002).

The voltages that are recorded from scalp locations actually represent the

difference in potential between each site and a reference electrode (Steinschneider & Dunn,
2002). In addition, recording and averaging many sweeps or trials of the same response is
usually required to ensure high quality recordings of the AEP.

After a digital-to-analog

conversion, filtering, and averaging of the recordings, a waveform will emerge with positive and
negative peaks (Martin et al., 2007).
The AEP response is recorded at the level of the scalp using electroencephalography
(EEG) techniques (Martin, Tremblay & Stapells, 2007) in subjects that are usually awake; for
some PCPs, attention to the stimulus is also required. The P1-N1-P2 complex is a type of
obligatory response that occurs from the stimulus onset to approximately 300 ms post-stimulus
in adults (Picton, 1988). The cortical AEP is a small deflection in an EEG that can only be seen
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after adding or averaging many stimulus sweeps. The waveforms overlap and represent neural
activity from different cortical regions (Eggermont, 2007; Wunderlich & Cone-Wesson, 2006).
It is important to review the AEP morphology typically observed in adults in order to
understand maturation and AEP in infants. The slow cortical response in adults typically elicits a
small positive peak at approximately 50 ms, then a large negative peak at approximately 80100ms, and then another positive peak at approximately 180-200ms. Since P1-N1-P2 is an
obligatory response, the waveform morphology, latency and amplitude can be modified by
changes in the stimulus. While the AEP consists of the P1-N1-P2 response, most studies have
focused on N1 or on N1-P2. The interstimulus interval (ISI), which is the time between the
offset of one stimulus and the onset of another, can have substantial effects on AEP amplitude
and latency. The N1-P2 amplitude increases as ISI is increased from less than 1 sec until at least
10 sec (Näätänen, 1982; Näätänen & Picton, 1987; Pereira et al., 2014). Stimulus intensity can
also influence AEP recordings - as stimulus intensity increases, N1 latency decreases, and
amplitude increases (Adler & Adler, 1989; Billings, Tremblay, Souza & Binns, 2007; Martin &
Boothroyd, 2000). Attention will also impact the response of the AEP with N1 amplitude being
larger when a subject pays attention to the stimuli and when the subject is more alert (Picton,
2011). Sleep may cause a decrease in N1 amplitude, more variable responses due to different
sleep stages and a large negative peak may develop around 300 ms (Bastien, Crowley & Colrain,
2002; Coenen, 2012; Crowley & Colrain, 2004; Nordby et al., 1996). It is important to note that
the standard recording of P1-N1-P2 only indicates that sound has been encoded in or near the
auditory cortex. It does not provide information about discrimination or understanding.
While the obligatory P1-N1-P2 response in adults can be somewhat predictable, although
the response relies heavily on stimulus parameters and presentation, maturation can affect
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waveform morphology, amplitude and latency of the AEP. The next section of this paper will
describe the effect of maturation on obligatory AEPs.
1.2 Maturation of Obligatory Auditory Evoked Response Potentials
As previously mentioned, AEPs provide a non-invasive, objective measure of the
auditory system responses to sound that can be difficult to obtain behaviorally in infants and
young children. The composition of the AEPs that are recorded throughout infancy, childhood
and adolescence can be substantially different of those recorded from adults. This study and
following review will focus on maturational development of the AEP throughout the first year of
life.
Auditory evoked potentials have been recorded in both pre-term (23 to 39 weeks postconceptual age) as well as post-term infants (40 weeks post-conceptual age). Pre-term infants
exhibit two distinct, but spatiotemporally overlapping waveforms that are both negative – one
with a frontocentral maximum that extends over most of the frontal portion of the head and the
other, which is longer in latency and is largest over the lateral portions of the head overlying the
superior temporal gyrus (Kurtzberg, Vaughan, Courchesne, Freidman, Harter & Putnam, 1984;
Weitzman & Graziani, 1968). These negative peaks that are seen in pre-term infants occur at
approximately 250-350 ms at midline and lateral recording sites. As might be predicted, when
the pre-term infant reaches full-term (i.e., 36-40 weeks post-conceptual age), the morphology of
the response transforms to look like the response of term infants (Kurtzberg et al., 1984).
In infants that are around full-term, both of the negative waveforms that were seen in preterm infants develop into an initial surface positivity that is followed by a negative peak and then
a positive peak. Researchers agree that there is a pattern of maturation that can be described as
going from a negative peak at midline and lateral sites in the pre-term infant to positive at
midline and negative at lateral sites to positive at midline and lateral sites (Kurtzberg, Hilpert,
5

Kreuzer & Vaughan, 1984 and Novak, Kurtzberg, Kreuzer & Vaughan, 1989). In full-term
newborns (36-40 weeks gestation) and very young infants (up to 3 months of age), there is a
positivity around 200-250 ms and a negativity around 300-550 ms (Kurtzberg et al., 1984;
Weitzman & Graziani, 1968). Recently, it was demonstrated that P1 latency in a group of
premature 3-month-old infants (corrected age) is shorter in moderate-to-late preterm infants as
compared to full-term infants (Cavalcanti et al., 2020).
In typically developing infants, during the first year of life, the amplitudes of all peaks of
the AEP response waveform increase, the latencies decrease and the waveform morphology
becomes clearer and more defined.

N2 seems to develop after 6 months of age and was

identified between 220 and 388 ms while P2 becomes more defined between 8 and 30 months of
age and was identified between 250 and 410 ms (Shafer, Yu & Wagner, 2015).
At 12 months of age a positive peak has been identified at approximately 150ms,
followed by a negative peak at approximately 250 ms, followed by another positive peak at 350
ms and with a final negative peak at 450 ms (Kushnerenko et al., 2002). It is important to note
that when stimuli are presented at a slower rate, with ISIs not less than 3s, the response looks
more similar to the adult P1-N1-P2 waveform morphology (Wunderlich & Cone-Wesson, 2006).
Purdy, Sharma, Munro and Morgan (2013) showed that in infants 3-8 months of age, intensity
differences for low (/m/) and high (/t/) frequency speech stimuli resulted in increased waveform
amplitude from low to medium intensities, but amplitude plateaued at higher intensity levels.
Latency was also impacted with a low frequency speech sound (/m/) resulting in longer latencies
for soft speech levels compared to loud sounds and very little difference in latency for high
frequency speech (/t/) at both soft and loud intensities (Purdy et al., 2013). In addition, a
positive-negative-waveform AEP response has been obtained to both tonal and speech stimuli in
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infants (Cone & Whitaker, 2013). In a maturation study that looked at older children and young
adults, an AEP was obtained to tonal stimuli with varying stimulus onset asynchronies (SOA)
and revealed that the fastest stimulus rates (200 ms) resembled the less mature response of
younger children in all subjects tested (Sussman et al., 2008).
In a recent study that examined both behavioral and electrophysiological vowel
perception, results revealed amplitude differences for vowel contrasts that weakly correlated with
the behavioral head-turning paradigm (Cone, 2015). It is possible that this pattern was due to
attentional and motivational factors. In addition, the weak correlation with the behavioral results
may have been due to human error in the interpretation of the head-turn results (Werker, Polka &
Pegg, 1997). Therefore, it is crucial to continue to develop electrophysiological tools for the
evaluation of speech perception abilities in those who cannot provide accurate behavioral
feedback.

The research reviewed, in this section, principally used an interrupted stimulus

presentation to elicit cortical responses which is both time consuming and an inefficient method
in an infant population.

It is still unclear if rapidly presented stimuli would elicit neural

responses or if neural refractoriness, the inability of an action potential to fire for a finite period
of time following preceding activation (Durrant & Boston, 2007), would obscure the response of
interest. An efficient electrophysiological method to assess infant speech perception abilities
could help clinicians and researchers objectively quantify auditory development and perception
to make decisions about treatment options for children with hearing loss.
1.3 Acoustic Change Complex
The P1-N1-P2 response can be elicited by a sound onset, offset or by a change within a
sound (for review, see Picton, 2000). For example: if there is stimulus such as /ui/, a P1-N1-P2
in response to the onset of /u/, an ACC P1-N1-P2 in response to the change from /u/ to /i/ in the
middle of the stimulus and a small offset response as well can be observed. When the acoustic
7

changes are close together, the resulting waveform morphology can be complex, comprised of
multiple, overlapping P1-N1-P2 responses. When elicited by these simple or complex changes
within auditory stimuli, the obligatory P1-N1-P2 response is referred to as the Acoustic Change
Complex (ACC) (Martin & Boothroyd, 1999; Ostroff, Martin & Boothroyd, 1998). The ACC
can be used to determine if the acoustic features of speech are being encoded at the level of the
auditory cortex to enable speech perception (Martin & Boothroyd, 1999; 2000; Ostroff, Martin
and Boothroyd, 1998). In other words, the ACC can demonstrate speech perception capacity
(Martin & Boothroyd, 1999; 2000; Ostroff, Martin & Boothroyd, 1998) and when it is present,
indicates that the brain has encoded the change of interest in the stimulus.
The ACC has been recorded to changes in intensity, frequency, and phase modulations in
sustained tones (e.g. Näätänen & Picton, 1987; Ross, Tremblay & Picton, 2007). It has also been
recorded to changes in speech or speech-like stimuli (Cheek & Cone, 2017; Cheek & Cone,
2019; Chen & Small, 2015; Hari, 1991; Imaizumi, Miri, Kirtani & Yumoto, 1996; Ostroff,
Martin, & Boothroyd, 1998; Martin & Boothroyd, 1999; 2000; Tremblay, Friesen, Martin and
Wright, 2003).
While the ACC is not commonly used in clinical settings, some researchers have
suggested that it might be a useful tool to assess speech perception capacity in populations that
may not be able to behaviorally provide a reliable response to sound (Cone & Whitaker, 2013).
In adults, the ACC has demonstrated good agreement with behavioral measures of intensity
discrimination, frequency discrimination and interaural phase discrimination (Martin, 2007;
Martin & Boothroyd, 2000; Ross, Tremblay & Picton, 2007). It has also shown excellent testretest reliability at both the group and individual participant level (Tremblay, Friesen, Martin &
Wright, 2003). Importantly, the ACC can be recorded in individuals with sensorineural hearing
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loss with and without amplification and in those with cochlear implants (Billings, Tremblay,
Souza & Binns, 2007; Brown, Etler, He, O’Brien, Erenberg & Kim, 2008; Friesen and Tremblay,
2006; Martin, 2007; Martin, Tremblay & Stapells, 2007; Martinez, Eisenberg & Boothroyd,
2013; Sharma, Campbell & Cardon, 2015; Small & Werker, 2012; Tan, Martin, Svirsky, 2018;
Tremblay, Billings, Friesen & Souza, 2006).
It is important to note that the ACC is different from mismatch negativity (MMN), which
is another obligatory evoked potential measure that has the ability to encode an acoustic change
at the level of the cortex. While the ACC is as sensitive as MMN for detecting changes in a
stimulus (Martin, Shafer, Wroblewski, & Jung, 2012; Uhler, Hunter, Tierney & Gilley, 2018), it
differs in that the ACC does not require the low probability of the stimulus change and the MMN
reflects construction of a representation of the environment and then the deviant is an error in
prediction based on this representation. The ACC however, reflects a change in stimulus input.
Therefore, MMN requires a deviant stimulus in order to measure a response. The ACC generally
has larger response amplitudes (Martin & Boothroyd, 1999) and fewer trials are needed to elicit
it, which results in less overall test time to record the response. This is potentially beneficial
when working with a pediatric population (Martin, Tremblay & Korczak, 2008) because every
trial contributes to the response. A drawback, especially while working with infants, is that the
ACC is highly influenced by arousal levels and attention and could not be elicited in infants
under 4 months of age who were in a sleep state (Uhler et al., 2018).
There is an increasing need for objective tests of speech perception capacity in young
children with and without hearing loss. The Universal Newborn Hearing Screening program
(Joint Committee on Infant Hearing, 2000, 2007 and Thompson et al., 2001) allows clinicians to
identify hearing loss in infancy and as a result there is a tremendous need to acquire as much
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information about the auditory system as possible to make decisions about the child’s habilitative
management.

Objective measures are extremely important when behavioral or subjective

information regarding the integrity of the auditory system and speech perception abilities in
infants cannot be obtained. Generally, consistent behavioral minimal response levels to sound
using visual reinforcement audiometry (VRA) techniques cannot be obtained until infants have
better head control at 5-6 months of age. While behavioral observational audiometry (BOA) can
be used with very young infants, the response is not a threshold level response. Therefore, there
is not currently a good clinical behavioral measure of speech perception for infants. Typically,
infant research on speech feature detection and discrimination uses habituation or visual
reinforcement methods which do not easily translate into the clinic (Werker et al., 1998). The
ACC has the potential to be an objective instrument to assess the capacity for speech
discrimination in a population that is often unable to provide behavioral feedback.
Small and Werker (2012) successfully recorded the ACC in four-month-old infants in
response to a stimulus that changed from /ba/ to /da/. While Small and Werker (2012) pointed
out that the results are promising for the potential utility of eliciting the ACC in infants, their
results also demonstrated that in order for the ACC to be considered clinically, an efficient
protocol must be established to maximize responses while minimizing unwanted noise (Small &
Werker, 2012). More recently, the ACC was recorded to British English vowel pairs in infants
who were 4 to 11 months of age, and while responses were elicited, it appeared that the younger
infants (less than 6 months of age) relied on the F1 acoustic cues more than the older infants (7
to 11 months of age) to elicit an ACC (McCarthy, Skoruppa & Iverson, 2019).
Before the ACC can be used clinically with infants and young children, there are two
important considerations. Firstly, as previously mentioned, the P1-N1-P2 complex elicited by
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sound onset shows significant changes in morphology with maturation throughout childhood.
Further, stimulus rate/ISI also impact morphology resulting in smaller response waveform
amplitude or possibly no response at all if the ISI is too short and the neurons responsible for
generating a response are still in a refractory state and the next action potential is unable to fire.
This is of concern because it is unclear as to what extent neural refractoriness will be an issue for
the ACC since the acoustic change of interest typically occurs soon after stimulus onset. Cortical
neurons underlying the response will not be ready for a following stimulus until they return to
their resting state following excitation (Picton & Hillyard, 1988).

Second, infants, young

children and even some adults cannot participate for long test sessions. While the ACC is
generally less time consuming than the MMN, even with recent improvements in the MMN
protocol (Al-Subari et al., 2015), there is still a need to streamline the recording of the ACC to
make it more effective in eliciting a large, clear ACC in a timely and efficient manner in infants
who are awake.
Previously, the ACC had been recorded using stimuli containing a single change with
fairly long period of silence between stimuli. Recently, it has been shown that ISI can greatly
affect the ACC and longer ISIs result in larger amplitudes and shorter latencies in adults
(Kalaiah, Jude & Malayil, 2017). But how would changes in ISI impact the ACC recording in
infants? Would it be possible to completely remove the silent period between stimuli to create a
continuously alternating stimulus to elicit the ACC? A continuously alternating stimulus (silent
period removed) would reduce test time and the presence of two changes in the alternating
stimulus would double the opportunity to elicit the ACC within each repetition cycle. The
potential drawback is that the neurons that are responsible for generating the ACC may become
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refractory resulting in small response amplitudes (Näätänen & Picton, 1987; Picton & Hillyard,
1988), which could offset the benefits of reducing test time and doubling changes in the stimuli.
1.4 Previous Study
In a previous study (Martin, Boothroyd, Ali & Leach-Berth, 2010), the development of
an efficient test paradigm in adults and in children 6 to 9 years old was explored. Children were
included because the morphology of the AEPs in childhood is highly affected by stimulus rate,
with children showing greater refractory effects compared to adults (Ceponiene, Rinne, &
Näätänen, 2002; Gilley, Sharma, Dorman & Martin, 2005, Gomes et al., 1999, 2001; Wunderlich
et al., 2006). It was unclear to what extent refractoriness would be an issue for the ACC
especially with a continuously alternating stimulus because the acoustic change of interest
typically occurs shortly after the onset of the stimulus.
Therefore, Martin et al., 2010 compared four strategies for stimulus presentation in terms of their
efficiency in generating the ACC.
The goal of the study was to determine whether the silent period between stimuli could
be eliminated to create a stimulus that continuously alternated from one sound to another in order
to reduce test time and double the opportunity to elicit the ACC within each repetition cycle.
While removing the silent period between stimuli increases the number of stimuli that could be
presented in a shortened amount of time, it is possible that the neurons responsible for generating
the ACC might become refractory. If too much neural refractoriness is present, reduced response
amplitudes may result which would make it difficult or impossible to identify the ACC response.
This could offset the benefits of reducing test time and doubling changes in the stimuli.
Several key findings emerged from Martin et al., (2010). First, efficiency was highest, on
average, when the silent intervals between stimuli were eliminated in the continuously
alternating strategy for both adults and children. This approach was 2.6 times more efficient
12

than the interrupted approach and test time was halved. Second, while ACC amplitudes were
larger in children than in adults, so was noise magnitude, yielding no significant difference in
amplitude-to-noise ratio for adults and children. Third, re-referencing the evoked potentials to a
mastoid electrode site, taking advantage of topography to maximize response amplitudes, led to
increased amplitudes, noise, amplitude-to-noise ratio and efficiency, particularly in children.
The increased amplitude that occurs at the vertex when re-referencing to a mastoid below the
Sylvian fissure is due to the dipolar orientation of a positivity on one side of the fissure and
negativity on the other.

As a result, re-referencing to the opposite pole will increase the

magnitude of the ACC. It is unclear whether the continuous alternating strategy would also be
beneficial in infants and that is the focus of this dissertation.
1.5 Reduction of Noise and Improving SNR in Evoked Potentials
In addition to neural refractoriness and test time, excessive noise levels in the EEG
recording could make it difficult to use the ACC clinically in an infant population. Extraction of
the relatively small amplitude AEP responses from the larger background noise requires
specialized methods. Techniques to minimize unwanted electrical activity/noise include using a
differential amplifier, artifact rejection, averaging, and band-pass filtering (Hall, 1992). The
AEP is generally time locked to the stimulus and noise will occur randomly so averaging the
response should reduce the unwanted noise. The goal of the recording and processing techniques
is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the evoked potential. The formula for SNR = (signal
amplitude/noise amplitude) x √N averages, where N = number of averages or sweeps (Hall,
1992). If the signal of the AEP is increased, the noise amplitude is decreased and the sampling
rate is maximized then the SNR will be optimized. More sweeps may be necessary in infants
because there may be excessive movement which produces greater amounts of noise in the
recording.
13

Another method to reduce the unwanted noise in the evoked potential recording is by
comparing the response amplitude to the noise amplitude using the + method. The + method
averages odd numbered sweeps and even numbered sweeps.

The absolute value of the

difference between the even and odd averages is calculated. The researcher would then set
confidence levels for identifying the noise that can be very strict or lax (Hall, 1992). The
methods described are principally used with Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) tests but could
be employed for the ACC. A disadvantage of this approach is that the noise (and SNR) is not
easily quantified in a clinical setting and the approach would be difficult to implement clinically
without automation.
Newer techniques have been developed which can quantify the noise level, automate the
reduction of noise in the signal so that a minimal number of sweeps can be administered to elicit
an AEP response in an efficient manner, and quantify the SNR. Fsp and Fmp are methods created
to estimate the variance in the electrical/myogenic noise where “F” is the F distribution statistic
and “sp” stands for a single point sample and “mp” stands for multiple point sample (Don,
Elberling & Waring, 1984). The formula is as follows:
Fsp = VAR (S)
VAR (SP)

or

Fmp = VAR (S)
VAR (MP)

VAR (S) is the variance in the evoked potential and VAR (SP) or VAR (MP) is the
estimated variance of the averaged electrical noise during the recording sampled at a single point
or multiple points within a waveform over many sweeps (Picton, Hink, & Perez-Abalo, 1984;
Elberling & Don, 1984). These techniques can be used simultaneously while recording an AEP
which can reduce test time as well as improve the SNR to identify a response without the risk of
human error (Hall, 1992). An approach similar to Fmp was used for this study. As previously
mentioned, it is unclear whether evoked potentials, specifically the ACC, in infants may contain
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high noise levels that could obscure the response of interest especially when using a continuously
alternating stimulus.
1.6 Acoustic Cues for Vowel Perception
This study will focus on identifying if an ACC can be elicited by a change of vowel
between /u/ and /i/. Therefore, it is important to understand how vowels are perceived. Vowels
are among the most perceptually salient sounds in the English language. All vowels are the
result of vocal fold vibration (i.e., phonation), which is then propagated through the pharyngeal
cavity and oral cavity. When the air space within the pharyngeal-oral tract is changed by a
constriction within the pharynx, tongue height, lip rounding and/or jaw position, resonances also
known as formants will result. The average frequencies of the vowel formants are inversely
proportional to the length of the pharyngeal-oral tract. As the size of the pharyngeal cavity
increases, the frequency of the first formant (F1) is lowered. As the size of the oral cavity
increases, the frequency of the second formant (F2) is lowered. In addition, the frequencies of
all formants are lowered by lip-rounding (Borden et al., 2003; Pickett, 1999).
Three vowels, /i/ (“beet”), /ɑ/ (“lot”) and /u/ (“you”), are called point vowels because the
space that the tongue occupies in the pharyngeal oral cavity is either maximally high (as in /i/),
low (as in /ɑ/) or back (as in /u/). This study will focus on two of these three point vowels,
specifically /u/ and /i/. The other American English vowels all fall somewhere in between the
point vowels. The vowel /u/ is produced with a high and back tongue with rounded lips which
lengthens and creates a constriction in the vocal tract and both F1 and F2 are low in frequency.
The vowel /i/ is produced with a high, front tongue position with unrounded lips. The vowel /i/
therefore has a constricted oral cavity and enlarged pharyngeal cavity creating a lower F1
frequency and a higher F2 frequency (Borden, Harris & Raphael, 2003; Pickett, 1999).
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Vowels in continuous speech are dynamically changing and have fast transitions. In the
absence of “steady-state” information, vowels are perceived using formant transitions between
the proximate consonants. This change from vowel formant to consonant is most important to
aid in vowel perception (Borden et al., 2003; Pickett, 1999).
While formant frequency is the most important cue for vowel perception, there are other
cues that are important to enable perception. Fundamental frequency and vowel duration also
assist in vowel perception (Hillenbrand, Getty, Cark & Wheeler 1995). Those features will be
controlled for in this study by using synthetic vowels which will be described in the next section.
It is important to remember that some of the seminal research in behavioral speech
perception has demonstrated that infants can discriminate acoustic differences as well as
phonetic contrasts as young as 1 month of age (Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk & Vigorito, 1971).
During the first year of life, or more specifically, around 6 months of age, infants establish a
preference for their native language where they are less able to make phonemic distinctions
among sounds that are similar to the best exemplar of a vowel in their native language (Kuhl,
1992). Aslin and Smith (1988) suggest that infants have sensory primitives, which are automatic
reflexes to external stimuli that enable speech perception very early in infancy. While the
previous behavioral research presented syllables in isolation, it is unclear whether continuously
presented phonemes would activate the sensory primitives or whether neural refractoriness in
young infants would make auditory discrimination of rapidly presented speech too difficult to
interpret through electrophysiological tests. Electrophysiological measures, such as the acoustic
change complex proposed in this study, could prove to be a way to corroborate the findings of
the behavioral research and present fluent speech in a continuously alternating paradigm to
demonstrate that young infants can encode vowel differences in rapidly changing speech stimuli.
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1.7 Effect of Speech Rate on Perception
Speech perception can be affected by changes in a talker's speaking rate. When we
speak, sounds are not presented in isolation or with pauses between phonemes. Speech is
dynamic and rapidly changing. The articulators are constantly moving which leads to different
resonant peaks to aid in speech perception. A typical adult speaks at a rate of 100 words per
minute when using clear speech and at approximately 200 words per minute when they are using
conversational speech (Picheny, Durlach, & Braida, 1986). There have not been any studies that
directly manipulated speech rate to examine the impact on speech perception in infants. The
only studies that have addressed this, albeit, indirectly, were those looking at infant directed
speech. Speech to infants often takes on the form of Infant Directed Speech (IDS) rather than
Adult Directed Speech (ADS). Some characteristics of IDS include slower speaking rate, hyperarticulation of vowels and higher pitch (Kuhl et al., 1997).
Research involving evoked potentials demonstrates a difference in cortical activity when
adults, children and infants are spoken to using IDS compared to ADS. Frontal brain regions
appear to have more neural activity in infants who are spoken to using IDS rather than ADS
(Saito et al., 2007; Santesso, Schmidt & Trainor, 2007; Naoi et al., 2012). AEPs have also been
used to examine differences in IDS and ADS processing. As previously mentioned, vowels are
often exaggerated/hyper-articulated in IDS and a recent study examined these effects on AEPs in
infants and revealed larger P150 and N250 responses in response to hyper-articulated vowels
compared to non-exaggerated vowels (Zhang et al., 2011). In a MMN study that used IDS and
ADS with standard and deviant stimuli in infants and adults, the infants only showed a mature
response, with a negative wave, when presented with an IDS stimulus in a sequence of ADS
stimuli but not vice versa (Varghese, Kalashnikova, Santos & Burnham, 2016). While the AEP
research in this study will not be examining the effects of IDS speech on maturation of the ACC
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response, it is important to understand that infants clearly have a better ability to process speech
when it is presented in a slow and exaggerated manner. The more immature responses to ADS
may prove troublesome when presented with a continuously alternating stimulus as this study
proposes, resulting in reduced or absent ACC responses.
1.8 Aims of Current Study
The general goal of the current research was to extend the previous study (Martin et al.,
2010) to infants. The aims of the current study are: 1) To determine if the ACC can be elicited
in a group of infants between 2 and 13 months and 2) To establish whether eliminating the silent
interval between stimuli and using a continuously alternating stimulus is more efficient in infants
than the traditional interrupted stimulus presentation method. If the continuously alternating
stimulus is more efficient, then 3) To determine why the continuously alternating stimulus is
more efficient.
1.9 Hypotheses of Current Study
It is hypothesized that an ACC will be elicited in infants from 2 to 13 months of age.
Based on previous ACC research with infants, it is likely that a response will be elicited but the
waveform morphology will be different from that obtained with adults and children in the
previous study, Martin et al. (2010). It is predicted that an interrupted presentation of a stimulus
to elicit the ACC will produce larger and clearer responses compared to a continuously
alternating presentation. It is also likely that noise will play a large part in whether the ACC can
be reliably extracted from the waveform in infants. Even though an interrupted presentation will
likely produce a more consistent, typical and repeatable waveform morphology, it is
hypothesized that the continuously alternating presentation will be the most efficient method to
obtain the ACC in infants. This is because of the two directions of change and the reduction in
test time to elicit the ACC. These hypotheses will also hold true when comparing all four
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stimulus presentation methods that differ by inter-change interval and the number of directions
of acoustic change within the stimulus.
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CHAPTER 2: METHOD
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2.1 Participants
Event related potentials (ERPs) were recorded from 24 infants. The data from 3 infants
were removed from the analysis due to excessive noise in the recordings. The remaining 21
infants were between the ages 2 to 13 months of age (mean = 8, s.d. = 3.1). Table 1 provides
details about the participants’ respective ages, genders and group assignments for the UI2 and
ALT comparison and the four strategy comparison. In order to participate in the study, all
participants were tested with the EROSCAN otoacoustic emissions system and had to have
present Transient Evoked Otoacoustic Emissions (TEOAEs) bilaterally with a pass criterion of
+6 signal-to-noise ratio in 4 out of 6 frequency bands. Passing the TEOAE screening suggests
grossly normal middle ear and outer hair cell function in both ears. The participants also had no
history of neurological or developmental problems. Participation in the study was by parental
consent.
Table 1 Participants’ respective ages, genders and group assignments in the two comparison sets. The youngest infants (2-6
months) are shaded in yellow, the middle age group (7 to 10 months) in blue and the oldest (11-13 months) in green.

UI2 vs ALT Comparison
Age (months)
Male
Female
2
0
1
3
1
0
4
1
0
5
0
1
6
1
1
7
2
2
8
1
1
9
1
0
10
0
1
11
2
2
12
2
0
13
0
1
Total
11
10

4 Strategy Comparison
Age (months)
Male
Female
2 to 5
0
2
7 to 9
2
3
12
2
0
Total
4
5
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2.2 Stimulus
This study extends the work of Martin et al. (2010) to infants and used same stimuli. The
ACC was obtained using a synthetic vowel containing 1000Hz changes in the second formant
frequency, resulting in a change of perceived vowel between /u/ and /i/. There were 500
presentations of each stimulus in each strategy.1
The fundamental frequency of the stimulus was 100Hz with F1 set to 400Hz, F2 at 1000
or 2000Hz, F3 at 3000Hz and F4 at 4000Hz. The duration of the transitions between F1 and F2
was 40 msec.
The stimuli were presented using 4 different strategies:
•

UI2. In the “2 second strategy”, the stimulus /ui/ was presented using a 2 second interonset interval. The interval between stimulus onset and the midpoint of the acoustic
change from /u/ to /i/ was 500 ms.

There was a 1 second silent period between

successive stimuli.
•

UI1. In the “1 second strategy”, the stimulus /ui/ was presented using a 1 second interonset interval. The offset of /i/ was trimmed slightly to give a 5 ms silent period between
successive stimuli.

•

UIU. The stimulus /uiu/ was presented using a 2 second inter-onset interval, with the
acoustic change from /u/ to /i/ centered at 500 ms (re: stimulus onset) and the acoustic
change from /i/ to /u/ centered at 1 second (re: stimulus onset). There was a 500msec
silent period between successive stimuli.

•

ALT. The stimulus continuously alternated between /u/ and /i/ (and the reverse) every
500 ms.

1

If the infant stopped cooperating, the testing was terminated.
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The UI1 strategy was included because it controlled for the faster inter-change interval in
the ALT strategy relative to the UI2 strategy.

The UIU strategy was included because it

controlled for the two directions of acoustic change in the ALT strategy relative to the UI2
strategy. The UI2 and UIU strategies took approximately 17 minutes to administer while the UI1
and ALT strategies took approximately 8 minutes to administer.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of second formant frequency (F2) in each strategy shown as a
function of time (in seconds) for each of the four strategies.
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Schematic of Stimulus Conditions:
F2 transitions

F2 Frequency (Hz)

2 Second
1 Second
UIU

Continuous

0

1
2
Time (seconds)

Figure 1. A schematic of second formant frequency (F2) in each strategy shown as a function of time (in seconds). The y-axis
indicates the change in F2 frequency from 1000 to 2000 Hz while the x-axis is time in seconds (figure from Martin et al., 2010).

2.3 Procedure
Participants were tested in a sound treated and electrically shielded booth. The infants
were seated on their caregiver’s lap or placed in a highchair. The stimulus strategies were
presented in separate blocks with a pseudorandomized order so that UI2 and ALT were tested
first in random order across participants to address aims #1 and #2. For babies who were still
cooperative, UI1 and UIU were also tested to address aim #3. Neuroscan STIM software was
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used to present the stimuli at a calibrated level of 70 dB SPL via a loudspeaker placed at zero
degrees azimuth 1 meter in front of the participant. During recording, a test assistant remained in
the booth with the caregiver and infant to keep the participant calm, quiet and facing the
loudspeaker with age-appropriate books, bubbles, quiet toys and videos with the soundtrack
turned off. Breaks were provided as needed.
2.3.1 Evoked Potential Recordings
The continuous electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 64 channels using a
Neuroscan system and an electrode cap. All impedances were maintained below 10,000 ohms.
2.3.2 Data Processing
During the recording, the EEG was digitized (A/D =1000 Hz), amplified (gain = 1000)
and filtered (0.15 – 100 Hz). After the recording, the data were processed offline by epoching
for the acoustic change of interest (0 – 500 ms), baseline correction on the entire epoch, digital
filtering (1 to 30 Hz, 24 dB/octave), artifact rejection (±125 µV), averaging and re-referencing to
electrode M2.2 Data for the two directions of acoustic change were collapsed as in the previous
study.
2.3.3 Data Analyses
ACC Amplitude: Magnitude of the ACC was computed using the root mean squared (rms)
amplitude measures taken from FCz using response latency windows containing the ACC of
interest. The ACC is typically maximal near the vertex and in this study the ACC was maximal,
on average, at or just lateral to FCz. The rms ACC amplitude was obtained using response
latency windows from 0-500 ms relative to the onset of the acoustic change of interest. The rms
rather than peak amplitude was used to facilitate comparison with the previous study (Martin et
al., 2010), to facilitate comparison of responses with potentially different morphology and
2

In a few cases, M2 had excessive noise and was replaced by M1.
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timing, and because of the advantage that no assumptions are made about waveform
morphology.
Noise: Noise in the averaged waveform was calculated using the square root of the mean
variance of each point in the averaged waveform within the response window (after artifact
rejection) divided by the number of accepted sweeps. The noise measure was based on data
from all the sample points within the same latency window as the rms amplitude measurement
which is similar to how the Fmp metric is computed.
Signal-to-noise ratio: The amplitude-to-noise ratio was determined by dividing the rms ACC
amplitude by the noise estimate.
Efficiency: Averaging efficiency (Hyde & Blair, 1981; Picton et al., 1977; 1983; 1984) allows
for comparison of the four stimulus strategies to determine which is most efficient. It takes into
account response amplitude, response variability (noise), inter-change interval and the number of
acoustic changes measured by a given stimulus strategy. The most efficient method will result in
the largest estimate of averaging efficiency.

Averaging efficiency (AE) measures were

computed on these data by taking the amplitude-to-noise ratio divided by test time.
2.3.4 Statistical Analyses
Dependent samples t-tests and Friedman’s analysis were used. Results were considered
significant when p < 0.01. Wilcoxon post-hoc measures were completed where appropriate.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS
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3.1 ACC and Efficiency in Infants
Grand mean waveforms: Figure 2 shows the grand mean waveforms for UI2 versus ALT
strategy.

Note that the waveforms are presented using different age ranges because the

waveform latency and morphology showed maturational changes throughout the first year of life.
This avoids unusual morphology in the grand mean waveforms. The ACC was clearly present in
each of the participants. In younger infants, the response morphology consisted of a broad
positivity around 250 ms, followed by a slow negativity. In older infants, the response to UI2
consisted of a positivity around 150 ms, a negativity around 250 ms, followed by another
positivity. The response to ALT showed a positivity around 175-200 ms followed by a broad,
slow negativity. It can be seen that the older infants show a more mature waveform pattern in
the UI2 strategy compared to the younger infants. In addition, the morphology was more mature
in the UI2 strategy for the two older groups, with more complex morphology and shorter peak
latencies and generally simpler morphology and longer peak latencies for younger infants. The
waveforms in the ALT strategy appeared less mature and are characterized by a broad positivity
that reduces in latency with increases in age. Regardless of the strategy, an ACC was clearly
generated in each participant and in each age group tested.
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Figure 2. Waveforms for the UI2 and ALT strategies are shown with the participants (n=21) divided into three groups based on
their age. The gray lines show waveforms from individual participants while the black line is the grand mean waveform for the
group.
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Table 2 shows the means and standard error for ACC amplitude, noise magnitude, ACCto-noise ratio and efficiency in the UI2 and ALT strategies. Each of these measures are
discussed, in turn, below.
Table 2 Means and standard errors for each measure (amplitude, noise (nz) magnitude, signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio and
efficiency measure) for all participants (n=21) for UI2 and ALT strategies.

Amplitude
UI2

ALT

Mean

1.47 µV

1.26 µV

S.E.

0.13

0.17

Noise
UI2

ALT

Mean

1.26 µV

0.80 µV

S.E.

0.17

0.07

SNR
UI2

ALT

Mean

1.53

2.02

S.E.

0.25

0.45

Efficiency
UI2

ALT

Mean

0.11

0.27

S.E.

0.02

0.06
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Amplitude: RMS ACC amplitude was larger, on average, for UI2 compared to ALT; however, a
dependent samples t-test indicated that this difference was not statistically significant [t (20) =
1.05, p = 0.31].
Noise: Noise magnitude in the ALT strategy was lower than in the UI2 strategy, as would be
expected, because the number of acoustic changes was doubled in the ALT strategy. This
finding was supported by a dependent samples t-test, which demonstrated significantly higher
noise in the UI2 strategy [t (20) = 2.92, p < 0.01].
ACC-to-Noise Ratio: Even though the amplitude was higher, on average, in the UI2 strategy,
this was offset by higher noise in this strategy. In combination with lower noise in the ALT
strategy, this led to a higher mean SNR in the ALT strategy; however, a dependent samples t-test
indicated that these SNRs were not significantly different [t (20) = -1.02, p = 0.32].
Efficiency: The ALT strategy was more efficient than that UI2 strategy [t (20) = 2.73, p = 0.01].
The results in this section indicate that the ACC can be elicited at the individual
participant level in infants from 2-13 months and that the ALT strategy is more efficient than the
UI2 strategy. As described above, there was a significant difference in the two strategies in
terms of noise and efficiency.
The next section will compare all four stimulus strategies to determine why the ALT
strategy is more efficient.
3.2 Control Strategies
Nine of the infants completed all four strategies with sufficiently clean data for this
comparison.

As previously mentioned, all four strategies were included to control for the

decreased inter-change interval (UI2 vs UI1) as well as the doubling of the directions of acoustic
change in the ALT strategy relative to the UI2 strategy (UI2 vs UIU) to determine the most
efficient strategy.
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Grand mean waveforms: Figure 3 shows the grand mean waveforms for each of the four
strategies. The timing and to some extent the morphology of the ACC showed marked changes
over the age range tested and across the stimulus strategies.

For this reason, grand mean

waveforms are again divided into three age groups (12 months, 7-9 months and 2-5 months) to
combine participants showing grossly similar response timing and to avoid unusual morphology
in the grand mean waveforms. As in section 3.1, the ACC is clearly present for each infant in
each strategy. The waveform morphology is more complex in the UI2 strategy and for older
infants and is simpler and longer in latency for younger infants and for the ALT strategy. The
large, broad, positive peak in the ALT strategy for the youngest participants appears to decrease
in latency as age increases. For UI1, older participants do not consistently show the second
positive peak seen for UI2. This likely reflects increased refractoriness from the faster interchange interval for UI1. The morphology obtained for UIU is arguably more complex in older
infants, with evidence of an emerging second positivity, similar to UI2; however, for younger
groups, the morphology is similar to that obtained for ALT. In general, the waveforms are more
mature, with more complex morphology in older infants. Waveform morphology is generally
simpler and latencies are longer for the younger infants.
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Figure 3 Waveforms for each strategy are shown (n=9) with the participants divided into three groups based on their age. The
gray lines show waveforms from individual participants, while the black line shows the grand mean waveforms.
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500

Figure 4 shows grand means and standard errors for the RMS amplitude, noise
magnitude, ACC-to-noise ratio and efficiency for each strategy. These findings are addressed, in
turn, below.
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Figure 4 Grand means and standard errors for the RMS amplitude, noise magnitude, ACC-to-noise ratio and efficiency for each
strategy (n=9).
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Amplitude: There were small differences in mean amplitude across the strategies. The mean
amplitude was highest for UIU (mean = 1.62 µV; S.E. = 0.08) and lowest for UI1, with UI2
(mean = 1.32 µV; S.E. = 0.11) and ALT (mean = 1.37; S.E. = 0.11) (mean = 1.22 µV; S.E. =
0.11) falling in between. When rate increased (UI2 vs. UI1), there is a slight decrease in
amplitude (mean of UI2 = 1.32 µV > UI1=1.22 µV). As the number of changes doubled and rate
increased (UI2 vs. ALT), the amplitude slightly increased (mean of UI2 = 1.32 µV < mean of
ALT=1.37 µV).

Friedman’s analysis revealed that these findings were not statistically

significant [X2(3, N=9) = 2.73, p=0.44].
Noise: Noise magnitude was highest, on average, in the UIU strategy (mean = 1.24 µV; S.E, =
0.10) and lowest in the ALT strategy (mean = 0.76 µV; S.E. = 0.08). Noise was quite variable
within participants and there was a trend toward a main effect of stimulus strategy [X2(3, N=9) =
10.33, p=0.02].
ACC-to-Noise Ratio: The ALT strategy had the greatest ACC-to-noise ratio (mean = 2.23; S.E.
= 0.32) when compared to UI2 (mean = 1.98, S.E. = 0.33), UI1 (mean = 1.88, S.E. = 0.32) and
UIU (mean = 1.44, S.E. = 0.11); however, these differences were not statistically significant
[X2(3, N=9) = 3.40, p=0.33]].
Efficiency: Mean efficiency was highest, on average, for the ALT (mean = 0.33, S.E. = 0.06)
strategy, followed by UI1 (mean = 0.28, S.E. = 0.05) and UIU (mean = 0.19, S.E. = 0.02). Mean
efficiency was lowest for the UI2 (mean = 0.13, S.E. = 0.02) strategy. There was a significant
main effect of stimulus strategy [X2(3, N=9) = 14.60, p=0.01]. Wilcoxon post-hoc analyses
indicated that the ALT strategy was significantly more efficient than UI2 (p = 0.01) and UIU
(p=0.01), but not UI1 (p= 0.37). In addition, there was a trend for efficiency for UI1 to be higher
compared to UI2 (p=0.03), but not compared to UIU (p=0.11).
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The results of Friedman’s analysis and Wilcoxon post-hoc analyses can be found in detail
in the Appendix.
Efficiency gain: Efficiency gain, a ratio comparing efficiency for two stimulus strategies was
used to further explore these results. As rate increased, efficiency more than doubled (UI2 vs
UI1); resulting in an efficiency gain of 2.15. With doubling of the direction of acoustic change
(UI2 vs. UIU), efficiency gain was 1.46. When both strategies were employed (doubling of rate
and doubling of the acoustic changes – UI2 vs ALT), efficiency gain was 2.54. This is similar to
the efficiency gain value of 2.45 from the n=21 data above.
Age effects: Figure 5 and Table 3 show the effects of age on the four stimulus strategies. As
demonstrated by the linear regression analysis in Figure 5 and Table 3, certain patterns are
observed.

ACC amplitude generally shows small decreases as age increases from 2 to 13

months, except perhaps for the UI2 strategy. Amplitude accounts for only 3-13% of the variance
in the data. In contrast, noise shows small increases in magnitude as age increases and accounts
for 2-30% of the variance in the data. The combined effects of these age-related changes result
in decreasing ACC-to-noise ratio with increasing age, accounting for 11-30% of the variance.
Most importantly, efficiency decreases with age especially for the ALT and UI1 strategies.
However, this finding should be interpreted with caution because the number of younger infants
was small. Interestingly, while age accounted for little of the variance in the data for UI2 and
UIU, it accounted for 53 to 57% of the variance in the data for the ALT and UI1 strategies,
respectively.
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Figure 5 RMS amplitude, noise magnitude, ACC-to-noise ratio and efficiency as a function of age (n=9).
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Table 3 Results of age by measured linear regression fit to the data in the format of y=mx+b (n=9).

Y

m

x

b

slope

s.e.

R

Rsqr

UI2 Amplitude

0.06

age (mo)

0.89

positive

0.50

0.35

0.13

UI1 Amplitude

0.03

age (mo)

1.41

negative

0.53

0.16

0.03

UIU Amplitude

0.04

age (mo)

1.92

negative

0.38

0.33

0.11

ALT Amplitude

0.05

age (mo)

1.73

negative

0.51

0.30

0.09

UI2 Noise

0.02

age (mo)

0.72

positive

0.36

0.20

0.04

UI1 Noise

0.12

age (mo)

0.06

positive

0.60

0.55

0.30

UIU Noise

0.02

age (mo)

1.06

positive

0.50

0.15

0.02

ALT Noise

0.02

age (mo)

0.64

positive

0.37

0.14

0.02

UI2 SNR

0.16

age (mo)

3.19

negative

1.51

0.33

0.11

UI1 SNR

0.23

age (mo)

3.62

negative

1.35

0.49

0.24

UIU SNR

0.06

age (mo)

1.89

negative

0.49

0.37

0.14

ALT SNR

0.25

age (mo)

4.15

negative

1.30

0.55

0.30

UI2 Efficiency

0.01

age (mo)

0.19

negative

0.10

0.28

0.00

UI1 Efficiency

0.05

age (mo)

0.67

negative

0.15

0.76

0.57

UIU Efficiency

0.00

age (mo)

0.21

negative

0.09

0.14

0.02

ALT Efficiency

0.06

age (mo)

0.82

negative

0.21

0.73

0.53
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4.1 Can the ACC be elicited in infants, and if so, is the ALT strategy more efficient than the
UI2 strategy?
The most important findings of this study are that the ACC can be elicited in infants and
that the continuous alternating stimulus presentation is more efficient than interrupted stimulus
presentation in eliciting the ACC in infants.
Results from this study clearly demonstrate that the ACC can be elicited in infants 2 to 13
months of age at the individual participant and group levels and this finding addresses the first
aim of this dissertation study. This finding also adds to the growing literature on infant ACC
responses (Small & Werker, 2012; Chen & Small, 2015; Uhler et al., 2018). The morphology
and timing of the ACC was affected by age and stimulus strategy. As would be expected,
younger infants showed simpler, later waveform morphology and older infants showed more
complex waveform morphology and generally shorter peak latencies.

The waveform

morphology and timing obtained is similar to Kushnerenko et al. (2002). Kushnerenko et al.
(2002) measured onset responses and found that towards the later part of the first year of life the
waveform morphology became more complex with a positive-negative-positive-negative
configuration.
When the more traditional stimulus presentation method (UI2) was compared to the
continuously alternating presentation method (ALT), the ALT strategy waveform morphology
was simpler, at least in older participants, and was defined by a broad positive peak with reduced
amplitude for all participants. This result likely suggests refractory effects which produce a
simpler, less mature waveform pattern. It is important to note that in the ALT strategy, the
waveforms are clearly present for all participants, but the morphology is less complex compared
to the UI2 strategy. In adults, a more traditional P1-N1-P2 pattern has been found in response to
continuously alternating stimuli with changes in both frequency and intensity (Dimitrijevic,
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Michalewski, Zeng, Pratt & Starr, 2008; Dimitrijevic et al., 2009; Martin & Boothroyd, 2000;
Martin et al., 2010; Soeta & Nakagawa, 2012) which likely suggests that the simpler waveforms
obtained from the infants in this study are likely related to a developing and immature auditory
cortex that is impacted more by rapid stimulus presentation and conceivably neural refractoriness
than in an adult.
When efficiency was compared for the UI2 and ALT strategies, the ALT strategy was
more efficient, reflecting the reduced test time and the two directions of change in for the ALT
strategy. Noise magnitude in the ALT strategy was also significantly lower in this study than in
the UI2 strategy which may be because of the doubling of acoustic changes and the reduction in
test time that it took to complete the ALT strategy. It can be quite challenging to have infants sit
for long test sessions/runs which may lead to higher levels of noise which can then obscure the
response.
4.2 Why is the ALT strategy the most efficient?
Similar to the comparison for the UI2 and ALT strategies, the four strategies show that
the ACC can be clearly elicited in infants. The response was comprised of a late, slow positivenegative complex in the two oldest groups of infants. More specifically, in the older infants the
positivity was followed by a smaller negativity and for UI2, the waveforms in the oldest group of
infants appears to have a positive-negative-positive configuration starting to emerge.

The

youngest infants exhibited a broad, slow positivity followed by a small, broad negativity in all
strategies tested. Further, all infants showed this pattern. This simple, consistent pattern made
the response particularly easy to visually identify in the ALT strategy and was likely the result of
increased refractoriness caused by both the rapid inter-change interval as well as the elimination
of silence between stimuli. While it is clear that there is an acoustic change complex response,
temporal overlapping with emergence of peak components and reduced neural refractoriness
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make the morphologies of waveforms in the other three strategies namely UI1, UI2, and UIU
more complex and difficult to interpret. Figure 4 also shows that the ALT strategy has the
largest standard error. Having a large standard error is likely the results of the small sample size,
the variability in individual results and perhaps maturation. For UI1, older participants do not
consistently show the second positive peak seen for UI2 which likely reflects increased
refractoriness from the faster inter-change interval for UI1.This suggests the presence of
refractory effects as well as maturation effects. The morphology obtained for UIU is arguably
more complex in older infants, with evidence of an emerging second positivity, similar to UI2;
however, for younger groups, the morphology is similar to that obtained for ALT. In general, the
waveforms are more mature, with more complex morphology in older infants.

Also, the

waveforms across the strategies are most consistent with regard to waveform morphology,
amplitude and latency in the middle group (7-9 months of age) of infants. These cleaner
waveforms in the middle group may be the result of having the largest number of participants
(n=5) as well as those infants being less mobile than in the older age group and less fussy than
the younger age group.
Using a faster inter-change interval caused changes in waveform morphology principally
in the ALT and UI1 strategies, but it did not eliminate the ACC. It may be that the simpler
waveforms obtained at faster rates are due to neural refractoriness; conceivably, however, it is
possible that the faster rate tapped different generators. This could be explored in a future study.
The complex changes in morphology that occurred over the age range and over the stimulus
strategies tested could potentially complicate response interpretation in clinical application. This
can be avoided by measuring rms amplitude, as in this study, and by use of a continuously
alternating stimulus to elicit a simple, easily identified broad positive-negative waveform pattern.
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The ALT strategy showed the highest efficiency in this study.

This means that

eliminating the silent interval between stimuli and doubling the directions of change did not
eliminate the response. Even though amplitude was larger, on average, for interrupted stimulus
presentation (UI2), the ACC-to-noise ratio was higher in the ALT strategy, primarily because of
lower noise. However, if doubling the direction of acoustic changes was the primary factor, then
efficiency would have also been higher in the UIU strategy. Further, efficiency for UIU was
lower on average compared to UI1, which was the other single change strategy. Importantly,
halving test time in the UI1 strategy was also trending to be significantly more efficient than the
UI2 strategy.
When testing clinical populations, it is necessary to complete the testing as quickly and
efficiently as possible. This can be accomplished by doubling the number of changes and
increasing the rate as in ALT strategy. The testing took only 8 minutes to generate an ACC
response when using the ALT strategy. In the ALT strategy, the testing time was halved, while
the number of changes per presentation cycle was doubled, which resulted in the highest
efficiency rating. The finding of highest efficiency for the ALT strategy (0.33) is consistent with
the results for adults and older children that were found in the previous study (Martin et al.,
2010). The efficiency results in the present study were very similar to those of the older children
and adults in the previous study (Martin et al., 2010) --0.32 for adults, 0.32 for older children and
0.33 for infants. Consequently, for clinical application, it could be advantageous to elicit the
ACC in a continuously alternating strategy with all age groups.
4.3 Noise Magnitude
One issue that should be mentioned that impacts efficiency is noise magnitude in the
averaged waveforms. In this study, when comparing all four stimulus presentation strategies,
noise magnitude was lowest in the ALT strategy, with a mean value of 0.76 µV. This was
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roughly triple the noise magnitude obtained in adults in the previous study; however, amplitudes
in infants were 1.37 µV on average, almost three times larger than that obtained in adults. ACCto-noise ratio in the ALT strategy was 2.23 in the infants, only slightly lower than that obtained
in the adults and older children in the previous study (Martin et al., 2010). Therefore, larger
response magnitude in infants overcomes their higher noise levels in generating the ACC, at least
for the ALT strategy. However, it has to be mentioned that the noise was also quite variable both
within and across infants and keeping noise levels low was the most important factor in
recording an observable ACC. In some cases, the ACC-to-noise ratio was less than 1. In order
for these responses to be included, they were required to include a minimum of 100 accepted
sweeps and to show the appropriate scalp topography, with maximal response amplitudes in
frontocentral scalp regions and inversion at mastoid electrode sites (prior to re-referencing to the
mastoid electrode). Testing became especially challenging when the infants started to fatigue
and the strategies with the longer testing time (UI2 and UIU) had to be administered. As
mentioned previously, the UI2 and ALT strategies were typically the first two strategies
administered (to address the first aim of the study), which may be why the noise magnitude is
lowest in those strategies. If the noise magnitude had been lowest in both double change
strategies (i.e., ALT and UIU), that would have meant that SNR is primarily determined by the
number of acoustic changes in the average, in which noise decreases as a function of the square
root of the number of sweeps, as it does for adults. However, these findings suggest that this is
an important factor, but practical difficulties in testing infants outweigh, to some extent, the
advantages of having two changes in this infant population. In future studies, we plan to use
multiple, short runs in order to enhance the ability to test while the infant is in an optimal testing
state. The ACC-to-noise ratio data could potentially be used to establish automatized statistical
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procedures for identifying a statistically significant response and to automate data collection,
similar to Fsp or Fmp and related procedures used in clinical auditory brainstem response testing
(Don & Elberling, 1996; Don, Elberling & Waring, 1984; Elberling & Don, 2007). To make that
feasible, however, data would need to be collected from large numbers of infants.
4.4. Efficiency
Efficiency gain is a ratio between two stimulus strategies and can be used to explain why
the ALT strategy was advantageous for these infants. The mean efficiency gain by shortening
test time (UI1 versus UI2) was 2.15. This was only slightly greater than the expected value of 2
(from halving test time), indicating an advantage for a faster rate of stimulus presentation in this
study. The mean efficiency gain from doubling the number of changes (UIU versus UI2) was
1.46, which was nearly the same as the predicted value of 1.41 (√2). The mean efficiency gain
from both halving the onset interval and doubling the number of changes (ALT versus UI2) was
2.54, which is close to the predicted value of 2.82 (2 * √2). The values obtained for efficiency
gain were similar to the predictions. The results of the present study are similar to those of the
previous study (Martin et al., 2010) with regards to efficiency. It seems that the reduction in test
time and eliciting an ACC to two directions of change in the ALT strategy was most
advantageous in obtaining an ACC response in adults, children and infants.
There was relatively large variability in the data, as might be expected in a difficult-totest population such as infants. Large variability obtained in this study emphasizes the need to
minimize noise, maximize amplitude to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, and use an efficient
test paradigm. When the study began, we anticipated that infant responses would be larger and
clearer in the UI2 strategy, resulting in maximal ACC-to-noise ratios for that strategy because
the UI2 strategy minimizes neural refractoriness (stimuli are presented at a relatively slow rate)
and waveform overlap issues (only one acoustic change per repetition cycle is introduced). It is
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important to note that the UI2 strategy is the rate of stimulus presentation that has typically been
employed in the ACC literature. Instead, the ALT strategy had the highest ACC-to-noise ratio,
on average and was the most efficient strategy, whereas the UI2 strategy was the least efficient
strategy. The UI1 and UIU strategies showed intermediate efficiency. These findings emphasize
the benefit of rapid testing in infants.
In general, there were small changes in efficiency over the age range studied and
efficiency decreased somewhat as age increased for all strategies, but particularly for the UI1 and
ALT strategies (UI1, ALT). It can be speculated that older infants are starting to become more
mobile making the noise quite apparent in their waveforms compared with younger infants who
are much less mobile and this will affect their efficiency rating. This conclusion is limited,
however, by the relatively small number of participants in the four strategy comparison. It will
be important to test larger numbers of infants and older children in the future to determine more
precisely how the ACC response changes with maturation.

Regardless of the maturational

changes that may be taking place within the auditory cortex, it is encouraging that the response
amplitude was large, which resulted in a clear ACC response.
4.5 Variance Accounted for by Age
Age accounted for a large percentage of the variance in the efficiency measure for ALT
(53%) and UI1 (57%) but only a small percentage of the variance in the data for UI2 (0%) and
UIU (2%). This means that age was important for efficiency for the two fast strategies. This is
interesting because the ACC was significantly more efficient for younger infants in these two
strategies. Even though efficiency was lower for the older infants, the ACC was still clearly
elicited and therefore, practical considerations (faster test time, adequate amplitude and
improved SNR) suggest that the ALT strategy would be more beneficial than the other strategies
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tested in this study to elicit an ACC in clinical settings. Age accounted for relatively less of the
variance in the other measures and strategies.
4.6 Speech Encoding in Infants
While this study is not one that directly examined speech perception in infants, the results
demonstrate that the ACC is present in response to all four stimulus presentation strategies,
indicating that the speech was encoded at the level of the auditory cortex in infants. Speech
presented at different rates and with different levels of complexity (i.e. speech containing a
change in F2 formants from /u/ to /i/ and then back to /u/ again) all generated an ACC, indicating
the formant changes were encoded. As previously mentioned, if an adult uses 100 words per
minute in clear speech (Picheny, Durlach, & Braida, 1986), then that would translate into 1.67
words per second which could have implications for the rate of presentation used in this study.
Therefore, it seems likely that infants are typically hearing more than 2 phonemes per second on
average in continuous speech and it makes sense why the ACC could be elicited with rapidly
changing speech stimuli in this group of infants. An interesting question to address in a future
study is whether the ACC response will correlate with behavioral measures of speech perception.
As previously described, Aslin and Smith (1988) described sensory primitives for speech
perception abilities that are quite mature even in early infancy. The results from this study
corroborate that theory of speech perception because even infants as young as 2 months of age
exhibit the capacity for speech perception as evidenced by the electrophysiological results of this
study.
4.7 Limitations and Future Directions
While this study demonstrated that an ACC can be elicited in infants and a continuously
alternating strategy is most efficient, before the ACC becomes a clinically viable tool, data from
more participants, as well as from participants with hearing loss is needed. The use of the 6448

channel Geodesic Sensor Net in this study made it challenging to maintain low impedances and
proper position on the infant’s heads. Future research will therefore include more participants
and a simpler electrode testing montage will be explored to obtain the ACC in infants. This
study suggests that for clinical purposes, a one or two channel montage could potentially
simplify testing, potentially reduce noise/artifact in the waveform by shortening the setup and
testing process, be more favorable to the infants as well as their caregivers and may be more
easily transferable to the clinic. Additional goals would also be to use the ACC to evaluate
speech perception capacity in populations that can be otherwise challenging to test, including
infants and young children, individuals with autism and those who wear assistive devices, such
as hearing aids and/or use cochlear implants.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
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The aims of this study were: 1) to determine whether the ACC can be elicited in infants,
2) to determine whether a continuously alternating stimulus presentation is more efficient than
the interrupted stimulus presentation for eliciting the ACC, and if so 3) why? This study
demonstrated that the ACC can be elicited in infants at the group and individual participant
levels. In addition, similar to adults and older children (Martin et al., 2010), a continuously
alternating stimulus is the most efficient strategy for eliciting the ACC in infants. Continuously
alternating stimulus presentation halves testing time and doubles the direction of change
evaluated in a test run. The shortened test time was particularly beneficial in this study and
helped to maintain low noise, which maximized ACC-to-noise ratio. The efficiency gain from
reduced test time and doubling the directions of change evaluated was comparable to that seen
previously in older children and adults.
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APPENDIX

Table 4 Friedman’s and Wilcoxon results.

Friedman’s Analysis

Significance

Amplitude

(n=9, df=3) = 2.73; p=0.44

NO

Noise Magnitude

(n=9, df=3) = 10.33; p=0.02

TRENDING

ACC-to-Noise Ratio

(n=9, df=3) = 3.40; p=0.33

NO

Efficiency

(n=9, df=3) = 14.60; p=0.01

YES

Wilcoxon Post-hoc Analyses of Efficiency
UI2
UI2
UI1
UIU
ALT

0.03
0.11
0.01

UI1

UIU

ALT

0.03

0.11
0.11

0.01
0.37
0.01

0.11
0.37

0.01
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